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Our unique multidisciplinary beam approach fibs the tireatimenti
to the child, not the child to the treatment.

What makes National Hospital for Kids in Crisis multidisciplinary Each of these professionals
treatment teams effective is our dedication to meeting the works for you:

~~1
individual physical, emotional, educational, recreational and .Licensed clinical psychologists I
social needs of each child or adolescent in our care.

Team efforts are coordinated by a primary therapist. Family 
•Licensed social workers

' members, home school personnel and the referring agent •Board certified child and adolescent

contribute to the client's Individual Treatment Plan. psychiatrists

The National Hospital for Kids in Crisis is anot-for-profit, •Master level counselors

freestanding acute care inpatient psychiatric hospital located on .Registered creative arts therapists
our scenic 300-acre campus.

' •Registered nurses specialising in
•Child, preadolescent and adolescent psychiatric treatment psychiatric nursing

~ programs for ages 5-18, with other ages considered on a case-by- 
.Certified addictions counselors

case basis

• Dual-diagnosis adolescent treatment track •Certified special education teachers

• Crisis Assessment Response Team mobile evaluations, •School liaisons

recommendations and referrals. •Certified recreation therapists

ONLY AT THE +

National Hospital
forKids inCr~sis $M 'i

i 5300 KidsPeace Drive
Orefield, PA 18069-9101

1.800-44-MYKID

Accredited by Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, The American Association of Psychiatric
Services for Children, and Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools. Accepting most major insurers, including
Pennsylvania Medical Assistance, Capital Blue Cross/Blue Shield, and Keystone HMO.
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~~~ Once Upon A,~t

Mixed U Time...p
Along time ago in the land of CeeDee, there were many oases that were safe but

tough: These oases took care of the sick and gave them refuge from the dragons.
They were special places where special people—some who used to be sick
themselves—nourished not only the bodies, but also the souls of the sick.

There were also those in the land who did not understand the need for oases. Some
believed knights and ladies could get better in less time without oases. Some believed
knights and ladies were not sick at all, but only weak and lazy. The king of of the land
of CeeDee did not know what to do, so he called together the princes and princesses of
the oases and asked for proof that they really helped people. "How do you know?"
asked the king. He also asked the moneychangers who brought out acres of scrolls and
showed the king how much it cost to run oases.

Although the king was a good man, he still did not know what do do, so he
summoned the queen. She called together the leaders from all over the kingdom. She
also called in moneychangers, healers and magicians, and even people who had been to
oases. "We must have a plan," she said. "We all need to learn from each other and
develop a way to help the sick in our land."
But there were people in the kingdom who resented the king and queen's way to

solve the problem. Some even thought of using the predicament as a way to make
themselves future kings and queens. They gathered together captains, soldiers and
other nobles to come up with other plans. They did, and that led to a deadlock.

Meanwhile, the sick (many of whom did not admit they were sick) still needed care.
The families cried for help as did the lords of the fiefdoms, As conditions grew worse,
the princes and princesses scrambled to keep the oases going. Some offered skeleton
oases that were smaller, and closer to home. Sometimes they were anything but oases.
Now, the ailing nobility had to return home each night.

Years before, the lords of the fiefdoms had appointed special healers to tell the sick
which of the oases were best for them, and then send them straight there. Then the
lords brought.{in stewards to watch over the knights and ladies. When they sought the
healers, it was the stewards who told them where they could go for help and how long
they could stay. If the knights and ladies wished to stay with their own choices, they had
to pay. This left them confused and made the healers angry. It added even more
confusion to the work of the princes and princesses of the oases. Soon the
moneychangers seemed to have taken over the land. They had convinced many soldiers
and even some fiefdom lords that their ways were best.
Over time, many oases closed down. They could' not offer the care for what the

moneychangers wanted to pay. Other oases changed their care and learned to adjust.
Healers and moneychangers even came together to form great alliances.
The sick knights and ladies remain, however. Some get better with the new ways.

Many do not. Some great thinkers call this the revolving oases door. Others wonder
how many times the door will revolve before the king, queen, moneychangers, lords,
healers and soldiers fix that door.

,l. Chip Drotos, CEAP
il.ssociate Publisher
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The Impact of Drug Testing on Workers' Compensation

William J. Judge, JD, LLM.

"1'he compensation act marks out ~~ circle whose boundaries are fixed by the ̀ arising out

+~'"~ of and iu the course oi" employment concept. Within that circle there is compcnsatiou.

Oi~tsicle, there is not."--A. Larson, in "The Law of Workers' Compensation,"

Whether an injury is compcns.~blc when sustainecl by an employee who tests positive

for alcohol or illicit drugs is an issue that will receive increased attention from attorneys,

~~ employers acid i~istu•ancc carriers. Is a positive drug or alcohol test, by itself, safficie~it

"misconduct" to establish an employers defense against a claim for workers'
d

,/`' ~ , compensatio~~'? Is the i~~jury sustained by ~ drug- or alcohol-positive employee

'~ "outside the circle" of coverage? Many employers fail to recognize that drugs

t , and alcohol are i~~ their workplace; however, one recent survey showed that as

` ~'~~ '` ~~ many as 64 percent of tl~e employed individuals questioned (50 percent
~ :+ ~ ~~ '.

~ ~~ ̀  ~ full-time) are admitted current users. Altl~oagh existing evidence is anecdotal
w ~t ~~..

_~~ ~ ~'~~ ~~~ or the result of unscientific study, it would be dit~icult to deny that drug and. ~ alcohol use hive an impact nn one's ability to safely perform assigned tasks.

~°~,, , ̀  ~ Several companies have found a significant reduction in the number of

t4 nn-the-,job accidents after employee drug and alcohol

programs were instituted.

P ~ ~' Utah Power and

Light Company

.,
~,~ co~ilinuerl nri page(

r ~



WORKERS' COMP

continued front page 5

conducted an exhaustive study of their
employee drug-use prevention program
and concluded that the reduction in the
number of on-the-job vehicle accidents
saved $281,000 between 1985 and 1987.
Georgia Power Company's analysis of its
testing program resulted in estimated sav-
ings of between $294,000 and $1.7 million
by discharging and replacing 198' employ-
ees who had failed "for-cause" drug tests
between 1983 and 1987.

While the propriety of drug testing
continues to be debated, drug and alcohol
testing programs demonstrate that the cost
of employee drug and alcohol use can be
limited. These costs can be further reduced
by recognizing the value drug testing can
have as a defense against workers' compen-
sation claims.

GOVERNMENT ACTION. Currently,
nine federally mandated "drug-free
workplace" initiatives are underway, and
an additional program was recently pro-
posed by the Federal Department of
Energy for private contractor employees.

These include private employee drug tesY-
ing for businesses regulated by the six
agencies of the Federal Department of
Transportation, private employers con-
tracting with the Federal Department of
Defense and employees of contractors
regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission.

In addition, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1988 requires certain federal contractors
and grant recipients to establish employee
drug awareness programs and to exercise
"good faith" to maintain a drug-free
workplace. A number of states have
adopted similar legislation.
Some states have targeted specific areas

where employee drug or alcohol use has
been shown to have a particularly damag-
ing effect. The states of Arkansas and
Louisiana have enacted legislation that
defines drug or alcohol use or being "under
the influence of intoxicants" as misconduct
that either limits or eliminates a discharged
employee from receiving unemployment
benefits.
The states of Florida, Georgia and

Missouri have recently enacted laws that

limit or eliminate the workers' compen-
sation benefits of an injured drug/alcohol-
positive employee. The states of Iowa and
Ohio also enacted laws recently that deny
benefits for injuries "caused by" the use of
intoxicants. The state of Texas now
requires all employers "adopt a policy
designed to eliminate drug abuse and its
effects in the workplace" if they have 15 or
more employees and maintain workers'
compensation insurance coverage.

What is as yet unknown is the viability
of a positive drug test as a defense against
an employee's claim for workers' compen-
sation. Some states have linked positive
drug tests to the "intoxication" defense.
But is this proper? Creating a separate
defense against compensation claims for a
positive drug test would more accurately
recognize the scientific differences in test
results.

COMPENSATION BASICS. In common
law, employers were required to:
• provide a safe workplace;
• provide safe tools and equipment;
• warn employees of dangers;

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
Specializing in a comprehensive array of psycho-
social treatments for adults with family problems,
behavioral, emotional and Med-Psych disorders.

• Crisis Evaluation (24 hours)
• Walk-in Clinic
• Outpatient Centers (two locations)
• Inpatient Treatment
• Patrial Hospitalization (three locations)
• Neuropsychiatric Evaluations
• Psychological Testing
• ECT
• Hearing Impaired Services

Call (313) 493-6200
24 hours a day.

Sinai Hospital 6767 West Outer Drive •Detroit, MI 48235

~s~na~
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• provide a sufficient number of qualified
co-workers; and
• promulgate and enforce rules of
employee conduct regarding workplace
safety.

Employer defenses to breaches of these
duties created an atmosphere of unfairness
resulting in a level of litigation that was
intolerable to employer and employee
alike. The compensation system was de~el-
oped as "an industrial bargain," striking a
balance between the interests of the
employee and the employer. The employee
surrendered his common law right to sue
his employer for work-related injury and
the employer relinquished his common law
defenses, subjecting himself to fixed, lim-
ited liability with no issue of fault.

Exceptions to the "no fault" concept of
the workers' compensation system did
develop. Certain acts of "misconduct"
precluded an award of benefits. The system
anticipated, including only those injuries
that "arose out of" and that were "in' the
course of" one's employment. Actions
resulting in personal injury that could be
shown fo be outside these definitions=or

the result of misconduct—were not com-
pensated.

MISCONDUCT DEFENSE. Basically,
benefits could be denied for misconduct as
classified in three general categories: (1)
actions that constitute prohibited activities
"outside of or, at best, incidental to the
main job," (2) "willful misconduct' and (3)
"willful failure to follow safety rules, use
safety devices or violations of the law."
Case decisions made under these three
categories can be described as contradic-
tory. No clear-cut lines can be drawn nor
distinctions made between the acts of one
employee that resulted in compensation
and similar acts of another employee where
compensation was denied. Results differed
from state to state and even within the same
state.

For example, in the first category where
the activity is thought to be "outside" the
job, compensation has been denied to an
employee injured while smoking in the
bathroom in violation of company policy.
However, had the same employee been
smoking while working, and ignited a

Not only coWd you be missing out on some valuable talent, you could be
brealdr~g the law. The Americans witl~ Disabilities Ac[requires all employers [o make
workplaces accessible and [o eve eveeyone wtw's quzlified the chance to apply
for ajob — without discrmtinahon. That cquld mean overlooking your prejudices
.md Fdviry; some~me a cJ~ice tlmPs loot{ overtlua Snp/grl GaslerSenls

$_f

If ~~u ~~u ~~oo~ ~s yob a~~l~ ~n~

flammable paint remover with which he
was working, he would be compensated. A
fragile distinction is made between those
activities that are not part of the job as
opposed to merely "prohibited methods of
doing the work."

Actions falling within the second and
third categories are principally statutorily
created. Only one-third of the states have
created a "willful misconduct' defense and
only 22 states provide strictly defined
"safety rule" defenses.

INTOXICATION DEFENSE. While it
may seem ~o fall logically within any of the
three general "misconduct" defense cate-
gories, an employee's intoxication is not a
defense against a claim for workers' com-
pensation unless a state or federal jurisdic-
tion so provides. Generally, attempts to
treat intoxication as "misconduct' have
been unsuccessful. Thirty-seven states
have, therefore, made alcohol intoxication
the basis of a separate employer's defense,
and three others allow reductions in awards
under certain circumstances.

continued on page 8
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• Aftercare •Partial Hospitalization Program

• Intensive Outpatient Care • "First Step" Program
• "Nurses Helping Nurses"

• Comprehensive Family Services

Over' 25 Years of Quality Addiction Treatment
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Smithers Alcoholism csr Drug Abuse Treatment Center
A Division of St.Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center

1000 Tenth Avenue, New York, NY 10019

(212) 523-6491
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Stuyvesant •Square
A Chemical
Dependency

Treatment Program
of Beth Israel
Medical Center
170 East End Ave.

at 87th St.,
New York, NY 10128

212.870.9777

Outpatient Care
380 Second Ave.

at 22nd St.,
New York, NY 10010

212.614.6100

chemically dependent employees
Mme productive again...

Stuyvesant Square treatment programs
offer your employees the knowledge,
skills and support they need to over-
come chemical dependence. Our indi-
vidualized programs are designed to
help recovering employees with the
challenging transition to a productive,
chemical-free life.

Inpatient Treatment and Aftercare
An intensive treatment approach
provides professional individualized
guidance through the phases of
recovery. A two-year aftercare pro-
gramallows employees to continue
receiving ongoing support.

Outpatient Care
Outpatient programs, offered in the
day and evening, enable your employ-
ees to stay on the job, while receiving
the treatment they need.

Stuyvesant Square...a comprehensive,
hospital-based chemical dependency
program. Call us or write for our
brochure.

Circle 5 on card.
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continued from page 7

The varying levels of proof connecting
the intoxication to the "cause" of the
accident required by most state statutes is
so great, "that the cases emphatically
cannot be lined up on either side of some
blood-alcohol percentage figure with any
expectation those above the figure will be
noncompensable and those below, com-
pensable." Most states use one of three
standards to determine if the intoxication
defense applies: (1) willful misconduct, (2)
causal connection and (3) "abandonment'
of employment.

Rather than launch into a detailed
discussion of the intoxication defense, it is
appropriate to ask whether, despite at least
two state legislatures having already done
so, positive drug-test results should be
classified as an "intoxication" defense. To
date, no known case has addressed the
issue. Alcohol-positive tests and drug-
positive tests can be distinguished by
science. Contrary to ablood-alcohol result,
a positive drug test does not establish that
the. individual from whom the specimen
was taken was "intoxicated" at the time.
Rather, a positive drug test merely estab-
lishes "recent use" of the identified sub-
stance. This limitation should not, however,
automatically render the drug-test result
meaningless to an inquiry of misconduct.
The United States Supreme Court in

Skinner v. Railway Labor Executives'
Association agreed with the Federal Rail-
road Administration that drug tests are a
"highly effective means of ascertaining
on-the-job impairment and of deterring the
use of drugs by railroad employees."
Depending upon the particular circum-
stances of each case, a positive drug test
should qualify as either willful misconduct,
misconduct by willful disobedience of a
safety rule, or misconduct resulting from
being "under the influence of a prohibited
substance."
The admitted scientific limitations of

drug tests, in view of the need to establish a
causal connection between the result and
the injury, would seem to hold little hope
for the value of drug tests in defending
against a claim for benefits, If, as with
alcohol, an employer will be required to
establish levels of drug use before the
defense is available, it is unlikely that the
defense will be of much use. To limit the
defense to only those cases where signs and
symptoms of "intoxication," as well as a
positive drug test, were found would be
unreasonably restrictive and would ignore

continued on page IS
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In February 1994, the Department
of Transportation published the
Omnibus regulations: These regu-

lations include new rules on alcohol
testing. Four of the five operating
agencies under the DOT (Federal Avi-
ation Administration, Federal Highway
Administration, Federal Railroad
Administration and Federal Transit
Authority) are required to do testing
for all safety sensitive positions. This
covers pre-employment, post accident,
random (25 percent random rate),
reasonable suspicion and return-to-
duty testing.
Under the .new DOT rules, the first

step requires a screening test. An Evi-
dential Breath Test device (EBT) must
be used to run~this test. Approved EBT
devices appear on the National High-
way Safety Administration's Conform-
ing Products List 49 FR 48705.

If a test result. is higher than a .02
grams of deep lung air concentration,
but a confirmation test is lower than .02,
it is considered negative; no action is
taken. If confirmation is higher than .02,
but less than .04, the result is considered
positive and the employee must be
removed from the safety-sensitive job
permanently, or until he or she has been
(1) evaluated by a substance abuse
professional. (SAP), (2) complied with
the SAP's treatment recommendations,
(3) submitted to and passed areturn-to-
duty alcohol test and (4) is willing to be
subjected to unannounced follow-up
alcohol testing.

Included with the new rules are
several proposals that are presently in a
comment period. These. proposals

APRIL 1994

By John C. Buckingham, Jr.

include allowing blood tests when an
EBT is not available for postaccident
and reasonable suspicion testing. The
DOT also wants comments on pro-
posed model specifications for screen-
ingdevices. These specifications are less
stringent than the requirements for
EBTs and might allow other devices to
be used in the screening portion of the
test procedure.
• What does all this mean to busi-

nesses and EAPs? Cost is one of the
first concerns.. EBTs range in price from
$500 to $7,000. Disposable mouthpieces
range in price from under a penny to 25
cents. Calibration equipment costs
range from $225 to $500. Training costs
will vary and will not be available until
the DOT publishes protocols for such
training. These requirements should
become available in May 1994.

Other costs associated with operating
EBTs relate to maintaining calibration
records on the equipment and provid-
ing reports to the appropriate operating
administration as required under the
rules.
• Who does the testing? Employers-

must decide if the company will do
alcohol testing themselves; choose to
contract the service out to a third party;
join a consortium that provides services
to all of its member companies; or
contract the service directly with a
collector. Under any of these options, it
is imperative the tester be trained on
EBTs and proficient at using them.
• Are employee alcohol testing

records confidential? Yes! Employee
alcohol testing records are confidential.
Test results and other confidential

information may only be released to the
employer and the substance abuse pro-
fessional. Any other release of this
information is only with the employees'
consent. If an employee initiates a
grievance, hearing, lawsuit or other
action as a result of violations of these
rules, the employer may release rele-
vant information to the decision-maker
in any DOT agency revocation or sus-
pension action.
• Are these rules the same for all

safety-sensitive transportation employ-
ees? The basic structure and compo-
nents of the alcohol misuse programs,
including alcohol testing requirements,
are the same for all covered employees
and subject employers. There are minor
differences or additional requirements
detailed in each of the DOT agency
rules. For example, the FAA takes
specific certification actions when
employees they license or certify violate
the rules. The FRA continues to
authorize or require existing alcohol-
misuse prevention measures and uses
postaccident blood and urine testing
programs and certain peer-identifica-
tion or labor/management treatment-
referral programs.

Actions, including civil penalties and
fines, may be taken against employers
who do not comply with the rules or
funding status may be jeopardized.
• Will DOT authorize any alcohol

testing methods besides breath testing?
Breath alcohol tests are required except
when unavailable.

Iluckinghnm is president of In(oximeters Inc. located in St.
Louis, Mo.
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By Bradley K. Googins

here may be only one issue
that matters in the world of
EAPs: The transformation of
work and the American

workplace. Rather than bore you with
some long-winded treatise on the impacts
of all this on EA, I thought I would login
with a set of random thoughts that have
struck me in particular ways.
We have to be honest with ourselves—

we have not developed a sufficient power
base .to bang heads with the big guys. We
have been in the substance abuse and
mental health business for several dec-
ades, yet I don't see any of the policy
pundits who are shaping managed care
and the new national healthcare running
to our doors for advice.

POLICY PREDICAMENT. So why are
we in this predicament? I guess we should
have had better data, more research and
the type of ammunition one needs to
argue successfully for shaping policy. The
rush to practice has been successful
beyond our wildest dreams. However, the
parallel data on effectiveness and out-
come, the absence of which has been
decried for years, never materialized.
Now this omission is "coming home to
roost' big time.
We also have to think about our ability

to influence policy: Organized interest
groups are essential if one hopes to
achieve any desired goals and have any
impact on the broader healthcare and
social agenda.

Rather than developing means for
getting to the table where the policies are
made and gathering a strong constituency,
we have been largely relegated to holding
policy conferences and arguing over our
"role in managed care" in small letters.

Perhaps we should try to see how the EA
vision can be better packaged so it does
not fall off'the table during the historic
resetting of the rules of the game.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT. At a
recent meeting of a large number of EA
professionals, I was amazed that the vast
majority were deeply involved in putting
on change seminars within their corpora-
tions. Who would have guessed a few
years ago that EA professionals would be
bringing together groups of employees to
discuss living with change, stress manage-
ment and managing change in today's
world. This sounds a great deal like
traditional roles of organizational devel-
opment units,. and yet EA workers are
stepping up to the plate.

I get the impression, in most of these
instances, that the organization is turning
to the EA professionals to assume these
roles. This is a particularly good sign to
me, although I would like to think of the
EA people as being more proactive (as I
am sure they have been in some cases).
Not only do we have few instances of the
EAP being downsized along with just
about every other unit, but it is being
looked to for carrying out new roles
critical to the survival of the organization.

REVOLUTIONARY TURNS. This new
direction raises a number of important
issues for the EA field to consider. Is this
an appropriate role? Should EAPs be
moving towards a greater organizational
development role in the corporation?
Should the organization be the major
client of the EAP, with individuals sub-
sumed under it?

It may well be that the new national
healthcare architecture will be organized
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around community structures so the tradi-
tional EA roles may well be obsolete,
replaced by the new member assistance
programs envisioned within the reform
healthcare system. What does this revolu-
tionary turn in EAP development mean?
Again I have few answers and a lot of
opinions.
One small point...I find it curious that

with so many EAPs involved with these
new roles and functions, there has been
virtually no evaluation of these roles or of
tha types of training curricula used. It
would be quite helpful to analyze the
format and content of these training
programs, how they are delivered and
what impact they seem to be having, if
any. Given the centrality of the enormous
challenge of organizational change in all
of our corporations, this could be
immensely valuable to the corporations,
as well as a means of adding value to the
EAP.

CHANGING BOUNDARIES. On a
totally different issue...what is all this
hubbub over violence spilling over into

workplaces? Have we really come to the
point where EA professionals and
workplaces are going to have to spend
their energies. dealing with shootings in
the office, or on the factory floor, fol-
lowed by long hours of critical incidence
debriefings? I have heard EAPs talking a
great deal more about these issues lately
and seen too many companies turn to
their EAPs to set up a bulwark against the
unthinkable acts of violence that are
becoming a daily occurrence in our soci-
ety.
Not too many years ago, there were

those in this field who were warning about
the dilution of EAPs by trying to become
all things to all employees. Although I
have argued for a broader conception of
the EAP model, I never envisioned the
boundaries stretched to this extent. Does
this say more about the enduring values of
EAP to a corporation (who else could
they tixrn to deal with these issues) or
does it speak to the continued blurring of
lines between workplaces and our
communities? What goes on at the

continued nn page 12
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continued from page II

workplace seems to be increasingly indis-
tinguishable from what goes on in the
community. Do we expect this to con-
tinue? Will we see more issues that once
were the domain of the community fall
under the domain of the workplace, and
consequently, the EAP? Are there any
boundaries for the new EAP or are we
destined to continuously evolve without
any core to guide what we stand for and
what we become?

LOOKING FORWARD. I was wonder-
ing...is there only bad news? It seems like
we are constantly reacting to these waves
of change that keep coming at us in larger
and larger sizes. It reminds me a little bit
of a white water rafting trip I took a few
years ago in Maine. The waves coming at
me in this flimsy piece of rubber we called
a boat were enough to take a few years off
my life. Just as I survived one series of
rapids, another even more enormous set
of white water came rushing down to test
yet again my strategies and will for

You give to others...
Now give to yourself...
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DURING OFF-WORK
HOURS ~,
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survival. In the midst of the white water, I
finally began to relax. I became semi-
skillful at battling my way through and
even enjoyed the experience to the point
where I looked forward to the next
assault.
So too, in the midst of all these changes,

I see some good stuff happening for and of
EAPs. For example, I see a fairly wide-
spread report of increased use of EAPs. In
some instances, it is a reflection of the
stresses in the downsizing environment
that brings employees and their families to
the EAP door. In other instances, this
increased use follows the implementation
of the managed care initiative by the EAP.
In the midst of all the hassle and doubts of
managed care, many EA professionals
find the movement into this arena brings
with it contact with family members,
something that had not previously been
feasible under the old system.

Perhaps the new growth that springs up
from the fires of change within EAPs and
their organizations offers new oppor-
tunities for prevention and for impacting

the organization in ways we had not
previously thought about. It just might be
that as some of the older roles or functions
for the EA professional drop by the
wayside or are vendored out to others
within the new healthcare system, new
opportunities to deal with the stresses and
challenges of the re-engineered organi-
zation will spring up.
I still have not seen anydemise of EAPs

in the midst of this corporate downsizing,
and if the EA professional can continue to
be proactive, define the changes as
opportunities and not threats, the next
several years .might actually be quite an
exciting ride down this river.

NEW GROWTH. I know it is very
difficult for all of us to let go and feel
comfortable with the enormity of changes
we continue to face, but I have to believe
that the thrills of discovering the new sure
beats all the energy we need to hold onto
the old.

Googins is the director of the Center on Work & Fnmily,
Boston University.

"HMSA is an exciting, fast-growing company offering services to the largest EAP and
managed care clients in the world. We are continuing to add experienced professionals
to our team in order to provide the highest quality programs possible. HMSA is an equal
opportunity employer who is always seeking to enhance the cultural diversity of its
professional staff."

If you are a professional holding a Ph.D. in Psychology, or a clinical MSW with at least
three (3) years experience in mental health and chemical dependency services, are
licensed in your respective field, and are interested in learning more about HMSA,
please send or fax a resume to the attention of:

HI~ISA
Human Resource Director

HMSA is also interested in affiliating with EAP organizations and practitioners
nationwide. Applicants must include experienced professionals who will be subject to
our rigorous quality assurance measures. Please send or fax information to:

HMSA
Affiliate Network Coordinator

Health Management Systems of America
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House Passes
Employer Mandate
The House Ways and Means

Committee vote is the first
congressional action on Clinton's
healthcare reform proposals. Ina 6-5
vote, committee members passed the
mandate requiring employers to pay
part of the cost of heathcare premiums.
By the same voting margin, they
rejected republican proposals that
eliminated the mandate and protection
for employer and employee tax breaks.

Democrats supporting Clinton's
proposals backed employers paying 80
percent of premiums, and expanding
the requirement to "family coverage,"
so spouses could be included.
A range of mental health services

were also given the nod, guaranteeing
more benefits than Medicare currently
offers. The subcommittee also imposed
a govenment review of perscription
prices as a kind of price control.
As of March 25, there are four other

subcommittees that have yet to vote.
Later in the legislative process, the
mandate could be amended, replaced
with other requirements or reversed.

Patients Forced
Into Arbitration

Kaiser Permianente HMO sends
allegations 'pf malpractice to the
conference room instead of the court
room, a practice which the company
says saves time and money, according to
The Wall Street Journal.

In California, Colorado, Hawaii and
Massachusetts members of Kaiser's
HMOs are required to settle
malpractice claims through arbitration
and the decision is final. This practice is
also included in Clinton's healthcare
reform, although in Clinton's plan, the
patients can appeal decisions in court.

According to information provided
by Kaiser, arbitration cuts the decision-
makingperiod down from an average of
33 months for malpractice lawsuits to 1)
months for arbitration. Compensation
packages are also smaller with
arbitration, which lowers malpractice
insurance and eventually the patients'
cost of care.
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The chemical dependency treatment industry
is going to go through monumental changes,
many of which some providers find difficult to
fathom, but these changes have been and will
continue to be predictable.
Many treatment providers see a steady decline

in census as well as a steady decline in the
patients length of stay. Providers tell horror
stories of clinicians and utilization review staff
arguing on a daily basis for the patient to
continue treatment. Well-known and not so
well-known treatment organizations are fighting
for their very existence, while others are going
out of business. Mergers are an everyday occur-
rence. Everyone blames it on managed care, but
are they the real culprits?

Treatment centers that have been around for
years are laying off staff, officially dropping their
bed capacity and "lowering themselves" to
accept Medicaid patients. These are often the
final desperate acts before the facilities close. Is
this really what is going on in the treatment
industry? Or is there more to it? There is no
doubt the climate and the face of the treatment
industry has changed, but what else is going on?

1980s LEGACY. The decade of the 1990s is
completely different than that of the previous
decade. In the 1980s, people spent money like
there was no tomorrow. Treatment providers
built luxurious buildings that cost a fortune to
furnish and maintain. These physical plants are
lovely and ,often resemble five-star hotels or
resorts, but "they have now become a major
liability. They are very expensive to keep up and
must be paid for—translating directly to the
bottom line and ultimately to the per diem rate
paid by the insurance companies, families or
patients. Although lovely, these buildings have
absolutely nothing to do with the quality of the
treatment provided.

Insurance companies are tired of paying for
their insured to go "on vacation." What they are
looking for is good treatment provided in a clean
and safe environment at a good price. Insurance
companies and other payors cannot justify to
themselves or their monitors paying high fees at
a swanky location when they can get what they
need at a more modest facility for a lower price.
Many of these well-established treatment provid-
ers are barely surviving on their legendary
reputations and are plagued by problems beyond
the physical plant.
Many providers are still marketing and

offering the 28-day model of the 1980s. But,

patients being admitted in today's marketplace
are often much more impaired and have many
more problems than patients had a few years ago.
The sophistication level required to work with
these patients far exceeds personal recovery and
state certification programs. Issues of all types of
abuse, gang membership, .criminal offenses,
psychiatric diagnoses as well as a litany of other
problems require special services and counselors
that are well-educated. Care in all areas, not just
counseling, must be recorded accurately and
appropriately to receive reimbursement.

In the past, "cookbook" type documentation
was acceptable. This included self-administered
assessments, pre-printed doctor's orders and
treatment plans that were "canned." This is now
considered to be a lack of individualized treat-
ment and is no longer being tolerated by
insurersor licensing and accrediting bodies. Gone
are the days of the treatment plan that identifies
problems such as, "life is unmanageable," "needs
to get in touch with their feelings," "needs to
understand the disease concept' and other vague
statements.

TODAY'S REALITY. Today's documentation
needs to justify the type and level of care, the
interventions and the progress as well as the
requirement for continued treatment. Insurance
companies and other payors will not reimburse
providers for "treatment' that could be accom-
plished by reading a book or going to an
Alcoholics Anonymous meeting, both of which
are free.

This puts additional pressure on the counseling
staff to record a higher and more sophisticated
level of care. As a result, there are serious
questions of staff competency being raised
throughout the industry. Personal recovery is a
plus, but it does not prepare a counselor for the
numerous job responsibilities of a chemical
dependency counselor in today's market..

Discouraged counselors are being encouraged-
to leave systems and accountability to strike out
on their own and do what they do best—counsel
addicts. There could not be a more treacherous
time to take this advice. The costs and pitfalls of
being self-employed are numerous. Failure is
almost a given in the present marketplace.
Because of today's pressures, many counselors
are leaving the field or "hanging out their
shingle" and it is getting more and more difficult
to hire qualified and competent treatment pro-
fessionals.

continued on page 16

As fhe Chemical

Dependency Field
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conlint~ed from page IS

ADDING AND CUT"I'ING. Many estab-
lished providers flourished in the time
when cash flow was not a problem or even
a concern. Many of them have responded
to changes in the field and new laws, as well
as licensing and accreditation require-
ments, by adding staff. There was rarely a
process to evaluate the new or proposed
function and see how it could be fit into the
present system by streamlining or elimi-
nating something else.

Licensing and accreditation bodies were
also guilty of telling providers they needed
to enlarge their staffs to perform a function.
Quality assurance (now quality improve-
ment) functions are a classic example of
new people being hired to perform a
function that could and should have been
done by the staff already in place. The
result is that providers have internal "sys-
tems" that grew in response to external
forces with little regard to cost and actual
necessity. The response is to lay off staff
members, but that is merely a response, not
a solution. Rather, providers in the industry

must start acting like well-run, ethical
businesses if they are to survive.
The treatment industry has suffered

immeasurably fi•om the unethical practices
of some in the past. The negative public
relations has resulted in a diminished level
of respect from other areas of healthcare.
As a result, the industry seems to grab at
anything that goes by to increase credibil-
ity.

Such desperate responses cause the
industry to emit messages of extreme
insecurity. "Fads" in treatment and the
stars that promote them appear, make a lot
of money and disappear only to be replaced
by yet another star and another gimmick.
More than one person has commented that
the majority of these "vultures" who feed
on the innocent and unsuspecting providers
are recovering individuals themselves.
They seem to have an inside track on how
to appeal to the needs of their audience.
The treatment industry has to come to

terms with who they are and what they
provide and stop trying to be all things to
all people. The best insurance for survival is
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to provide good treatment at a reasonable;
cost.

PRESSURE RISING. The treatment field
itself is in disarray as organizations reprc-
senting the special interests of the field
fight for their own survival. In the past,
organizations flourished as did the provid-
ers. As a result of affluence, some organiza-
tions became rather "snooty" and
demanded high membership fees with little
recognizable return for members. As
money has gotten tighter, membership in
these organizations has become recognized
as being less of a necessity.

Currently, there is no single organization
representing the needs and opinions of the
treatment field. Organizations are often
found to be working at cross purposes with
each other and wind up doing more harm
than good. This is unfortunate, but there
seems to be little relief in sight. Confer-
ences, too, are fighting for survival. Confer-
ences that have provided rehashed material
and presenters are either dying or have
gone by the wayside. Money is tight and the

Recovery
is Possible°
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days of sending a large number of staff
members. to a conference clear across the
country are gone.

There is increasingly more pressure for
the field to be more accountable. People
want to know what they are .getting and
what they are paying .for. Treatment pro-
viders are starting to feel some heat from
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO). The
joint commission has instituted their policy
on unannounced surveys. This has started
to make all accredited providers realize the
standards apply all the time and not just
months before their survey.

THE HARD LINE. JCAHO has also
taken a hard line with accredited providers
on non-compliance with standards. There
continues to be a limit to the. number of
focus surveys allowed. This is a change
from the past where focus surveys went on
until the next full survey. Loss of accredita-
tion can occur in ways that were never a
possibility before, such as after receiving
conditional accreditation the second time
in a row.
JCAHO's proposed 1995 standards that

were sent out for field review mark a
movement into the arena of ethics, par-
ticularly for billing, marketing and admis-
sion practices. Although this will be diffi-
cult to evaluate in surveys, it is clear the
joint commission is responding to pressure
in this area. JCAHO has been stating for
months that surveys in 1995 will be com-
pletely different than the current process
and that if providers do not respond to the
call to institute quality improvement pro-
grams, they are apt to lose their accredita-
tion.

Surveys in 1995 will be performance
based. How that translates to a treatment
provider is that there must be a policy on
the topic, evidence of it being imple-
mented, and any appropriate randomly
selected staff should be able to answer the
questions pertaining to the topic. This will
put a lot of pressure on providers to train
their staff to "talk the talk and walk the
walk."

THE NEW BREED. Despite this bleak
picture, many providers are experiencing
the highest census they have known in a
long time and are doing very well. These
providers are the ones who are shrewd and
have beef proactive—not reactive—to the
trends. They have adapted well by antici-
pating their customers' needs and provid-
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ing services to meet those needs at a good
price.

This is the new breed of treatment
providers. Some are not so new to the
industry, but their concepts are: They have
no excesses of any kind in their organiza-
tions. There is as little waste as possible.
They plan and implement and monitor, and
then go back to the drawing board. They
are comfortable with the product they
provide and feel they are accountable to
their customers; all of them, .not just the
patients. They are fiscally responsible and
make unpleasant decisions when necessary.
In other words, they have business savvy,
This mode of operating may be the next
"fad" in the treatment industry. Unlike
many of its predecessors, it is helpful and
has value.

Trends that are currently impacting the
treatment industry need to be addressed
quickly if providers have not already done
so. Healthcare reform is going to require
"continuums of care" or "one-stop shop-
ping." Aprovider needs to be able to
supply everything a patient needs in regard

to programs and levels of care. The system
needs to be flexible and adaptable to the
changing needs of the plticnt.

ACCREDITATION. Providers need to be
accredited by some accrediting .body to
increase their credibility. Today, outpa-
tient, partial hospital, extended care and
other facilities that never before considered
.accreditation are seeking it in record
numbers.
The higher level of standards demanded

by an accrediting body is not only a
marketing tool but an avenue to access
revenue from insurance and managed care
companies that require more than state
licensure. Healthcare reform. is going to
require increased accountability and some
sort of accreditation. Providers should not
wait until the last moment to accomplish
accreditation because it is an arduous
process. Providers must diversify their
payor sources.. Many payors will demand
accreditation as the first hoop fora pro-
vider to jump through. But diversifi-

continued on page 18
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cation is critical because depending on
a single payor source that may dry up is
potential suicide. In this economy and
healthcare environment, nothing is cer-
tain except change.

Providers must come to the realiza-
tion payors are paying for and expect-
ing seven days per week of treatment.
Having staff work five days per week,
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., does not adequately address--the
needs of the patient or the expectations
of the payor. If there is going to be no
treatment on weekends, there is an
argument that the patient should be
sent home on leave or the payor should
be charged for only room and board.
No one is expecting bootcamp, but

WORKERS' COMP

continued from page H

the rationale for encouraging employers to
institute employee drug-testing programs.
It would be unreasonable if a defense was
unavailing when a positive drug test
occurred and, clearly counterproductive to
a comprehensive approach to "the war on
drugs". in the workplace.

THE °FUSE" DEFENSE: Intoxication,
under appropriate circumstances, can pro-
vide employers with a defense against a
workers' compensation claim. The science
and methods of drug testing are limited in
their ability to determine levels of "intoxi-
cation." Wouldn't it, therefore, be inappro-
priate to allow adrug-test result to be the
sole basis of a defense against a claim? If
the answer is yes, then why should employ-
ens bother to institute employee drug-
testing .programs? If there is an answer to
serve both the needs of the employee and
the employer, it may be found in Florida.

Legislation was recently enacted in Flor-
ida to promote drug-free workplaces. The
legislature determined that if a drug or
alcohol "is found to be present in the
employee's system, ...the employee...shall
forfeit his eligible medical and indemnity
benefits."
The employer is required to provide

notice to his employees and to .provide
adequate education regarding the rule. It
seems to be responsive to the "actual
knowledge" requirement of the traditional
willfulness defense. ~Iowever, Florida law
has avoided the need to establish a causal

often there is little treatment going on
during non-typical business hours.
Counselors need to be scheduled to
work throughout the week, thus pro-
viding consistent access and a consis-
tent product.

Providers in today's marketplace
have a choice, they can either adapt to
the rapidly changing healthcare scene'
or they can go the route of the dinosaur
and become a fossil. Darwin's theory is
right on target and applies well to :this
industry. It is the survival of the fittest
and the most adaptable.

Be[2old is the preside~v and founder of Professional Services
Consultants !na (1'SC), - an accre~lilafinn and licens~ere
considting firm !Dented in Be( Air, Md. She is n we([-knows:
nudior rmd bourn! certij'ierl by the American Boarrl of Quality -
Assurnrice and U~ilizatiori Review Physicians (ABQAURP).

connection between the violation and the
injury. Under this law, if the drug test
reveals the presence of a drug or alcohol,
the employee "shall forfeit" his benefits.
Only if armed with such laws, would
employers be truly capable of waging a
"war" on drugs at work.

DRUG TESTING. Even if the Florida
statute fails to receive widespread accep-
tance, all employers should consider intro-
ducing drug testing. If no policy and
procedures exist prohibiting the use of
drugs or alcohol, employers will not even
be allowed to raise the possibility of this
defense. A testing program should also
exist and be' implemented with careful
consideration of all applicable laws.
Employers regulated by federally man-
dated programs must be careful to consider
the application of state or local laws and
applicable laboz laws.

If employers incur the expense of estab-
lishing an employee drug-testing program,
they should not be handcuffed in .their
efforts to establish adrug-free workplace. If
an employee is found to be positive
following an on-the-job injury, he should
not be eligible for workers' compensation
benefits—he is "outside the circle."

Legislation is needed in every jurisdic-
tion to accomplish this, and model legisla-
tion should be prepared .immediately.
Without it employers are defenseless.

Judge is rm attorney anti presidett! of Wnrkpince G~foli~ik
Nelwgrk Ir~c, in Madi,con Wis.
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om n lon or tre s se sat
EAPs Find Important Niche in Implementing Organizationa

Approaches to Workplace Injury Prevention

he mounting cost of workers'
compensation claims is a
major concern for U.S.
employers as they strive to

compete in a global marketplace. In the
state of California alone, the cost has
increased 250 percent between 1982 and
1991, growing from $3.6 billion to $10.6
billion. Overall, the number of claims has
gone down but the cost of medical care
and disability payments for injured work-
ers has canceled any savings from a
reduced incidence of claims. While back
injury claims continue to dominate the
workers' comp arena, claims for cumula-
tive mental stress problems and upper
body repetitive-strain illnesses, such as
carpal tunnel syndrome, are a rising cost
to employers.

In the area of mental stress on the job,
recent reports and statistics give cause for
increased concern. The International
Labor Organization of the United
Nations estimates in a 1993 report that
job stress is a major concern worldwide.
It is costing American employers approx-
imately $200 billion a year in absentee-
ism, lower productivity, rising health and
workers' compensation costs, and other
expenses.

THE MODERN DISEASE. The ILO
describes work stress as the "disease of
the modern workplace." Figures from
the National Council on Compensation
Insurance calculate an average stress-
claim cost at $15,000—twice the average
for physical injuries. Ina 1991 North-
western National Life Insurance Study
surveying workers, nearly 72 percent of
the respondents reported experiencing
frequent, stress-related physical. or men-
tal conditions that could increase health
costs. Northwestern's percentage of
work-related stress-disability cases

Kathleen Handron, MA, CEAP

among its policyholders grew from 6
percent to 13 percent in the nine years
preceding the report.

In California, mental stress-related
.claims increased by 700 percent during
the 1980s and accounted for 15 percent of
workers' compensation claims overall:
Highlighting the correlation between
physical claims and psychosocial factors,
a prospective study of more than 1,500
workers at Boeing Corp., carried out by
the University of Washington at Wattle,
found that workers who reported high
emotional stress are more than twice as
likely to file a physical injury claim. Job
dissatisfaction relating to social support
in the workplace was found to be a major
factor in the severity of a claim for back
injury. Ayet-to-be published study of
video display terminal (VDT) workers at
a Northern California newspaper found
psychosocial work issues a significant
factor in the injured worker profile.

Insurance carriers are placing more
emphasis on human factors in their
advice to their organizational workers'
compensation policyholders. Respectful,
responsive and proactive handling of the
injured worker is now seen as making
good business sense, and there is an
increasing call for supervisory accounta-
bility for returning injured workers to
modified duty to hold down disability
costs. Studies have shown xhe longer a
worker is off work, the greater the
possibility of permanent disability.
Two major insurance companies

(Northwestern National Life Insurance
and. St. Paul Fire and Marine) have
published survey reports in the past three
years focused on work stress. These
contain data of great importance to
employers and employee assistance pro-
fessionals, among others. The Northwest-
ern Study, which sampled 600 workers,

found that workplace environmental fac-
tors, not work duties, were the main
problem. Workers described themselves
as exhausted, anxious and angry about
their work situation, and suffering from
muscle pain, headaches and sleep disor-
ders.
The St. Paul Study, "American Work-

ers Under Pressure," surveyed 28,000
workers from 215 diverse work organiza-
tions and was developed to help their
organizational policyholders manage
human risks in the workplace. The
human risk factors examined were work
stressors, personal life stressors and life-
style risks. The four major and compel-
ling findings were:
•Work stress is strongly related to
employee burnout and health and per-
formance problems. It is important to
note poor relationships among the work
team and bad supervision demonstrated
a particularly strong impact on employee
health;
• Job-related personal problems are the
most destructive to health of any type of
personal problems, including personal
loss;
• Balance is a key factor in enhancing
employee morale, health and perform-
arice; and
• Male and female perceptions of work
stress and the job situations are nearly
identical. However, 15 percent of all
respondents indicated sexual harassment
exists in their place of work.

ORGANIZATIONAL PHENOMENA.
The greet news for the employee assis-
tance field as it struggles with the upcer-
tainty of the current insurance and
healthcare situations is that both the St.
Paul and Northwestern studies strongly
recommended employers implement

continuer! on pnge 20
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continued from page 19

EAPs to help workers deal with their
growing personal and work-stress chal-
lenges. Other recommendations from the
studies on how to manage the stress of
the modern workplace include changes in
organizational. structures and policies,
effective supervisory training and man-
agement communication, supportive
work and family programs and
approaches, transition management with
dignity, empowerment programs for
workers, and disability management and
prevention programs.

20

The general message is work-stress
problems are organizational phenomena,
not something to be blamed on failures of
"personal stress management." Key
areas of concern are the interpersonal
relationships between worker and super-
visor and among work units and teams..

These. findings come as no surprise to
EA professionals who have been work-
ing on the organizational "front lines"
for decades, witnessing the increased
demands of workplace change and two-
career families. Instead, they area yali-
dation of EAP experience and of its

7'he ~S.ge of Reason
has come to addiction care

The solutions your clients are searching for are at Forest Hospital.
Rational Recovery' is a revolutionary approach to overcoming
chemical dependency. It is a simple program that helps people
get sober, get better, and get on with life. Period. No lifetime
meetings, labels, denial-and-disease talk. Md it is a program that
welcomes newly recovering and 12-step resistant people.

Counselors, therapists and physicians are excited about
Rational Recovery because it is an effective option for clients
who can't "work the steps.' Third party payers are enthusiastic,
too. l~~re of their insured now participate in their own treatment
planning, letting them invest more of themselves and less money
and time incost-effective and efficient treatment.

To learn more about Rational Recovery contact Forest Hospital,
a licensed Rational Recovery Hospital.

(708) 635-4100, Ext. 363

Rational Recovery
is a means to happiness, not an end in itself.

Forest Hospital
555 Wilson Lane •Des Plaines, Illinois 60016
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increasing organizational worth in these
turbulent times. The studies also repre-
sent data that can be shared with the
management. of our organizations for
program justification purposes, and in
the public policy arena to support work-
ers' compensation dollar incentives to
employers with EAPs.

This information and the growing
awareness of the importance of human
factors among professionals involved in
occupational risk management also paves
the way for enhancing and developing
strategic partnerships with related organ-
izational players involved in injury pre-
vention and containment. The goal is the
recognition of the value-added benefits
of an EAP and its role as a key manage-
ment player in driving down the costs of
workers' compensation claims as well as
general health and other related costs for
employers.

COORDINATED INTERVENTION.
Traditionally the focus of the EAP has
been on addressing medical/behavioral
personal problems that impact worker
productivity. During the past decade,
however, there has been an expansion in
that focus to include work-stress prob-
lems in the EAP caseload. At Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), a research
laboratory in California with 3,500
workers, the internal EAP initiated a
pioneering effort to address the stress
claim liability in 1983. The EA profes-
sional gained top management approval
with the support of LBL Risk Manage-
ment for a confidential and coordinated
early intervention program to address
work-stress problems aimed at prevent-
ing and containing the costs of workers'
compensation stress claims.
An integrated "swat team" approach

was instituted for cases where employees
were saying their jobs were making them
sick. It included a separate EAP fund for
brief treatment, when needed, and the
provision of effective reasonable accom-
modation. Case experience concurs with
the St. Paul and Northwestern finding
that the two major causes of work
distress have been ineffective supervision
and poor relationships among co-
workers and work units.

Outcomes have been judged positive
because a tripling of work-stress cases
coming to the EAP was matched by a
major controlling of stress claim costs. In
1992, the total paid by LBL on stress

continued on page 21
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claims was $32,045; in 1.990, the total was
approximately $2,000 overall. The aver-
age LBL stress-claim cost during the past
five years was $11,500—well below the
California state average of $15,700. The
average cost of treatment and con-
sultation for work-stress cases was $195
per case.
The coordinated intervention model

has been adopted by other EAPs in the
state and has been cited in a California
Assembly bill as a model for California
employers.

In addition to EAP-driven early inter-
vention protocols, EAPs have led the
drive for the provision of workplace-
trauma intervention services that provide
prevention strategies and also critical
incident stress debriefing. As the inci-
dence of internally and externally driven
workplace violence increases, these serv-
ices become ever more critical to the
injury-prevention and containment
efforts.

PSYCHOSOCIAL SAFETI: Commu-
nity trauma response involving the EAP
after incidents of natural disaster or civil
unrest is becoming a growing area of
EAP service and an opportunity for
partnership with workplace emergency-
preparedness personnel. Trauma
response is also an area that naturally
joins the efforts of the EAP with the
efforts of safety and industrial hygiene
professionals who deal with the preven-
tion and handling of workplace accidents
and illnesses. '~'he EAP attends to the
psychosocial ,aspects of events, such as
toxic exposures and serious or potentially
fatal accidents in the workplace, both for
the impacted workers and their families.
Using the analogy of the "toxic man-
ager" and "toxic work unit' may help
fellow professionals understand the psy-
chological aspects of the safety effort in
certain work situations..

Occupational health professionals are
crucial and confidential partners with the
EA professional in referring employees
in need of psychological as well as
medical "first aid." Because of their
involvement in medical interventions
and claims reporting, they are also able,
as is the EA professional, to join in the
early identification of troubled work
units. At LBL, the EA professional also
works with the OH group in evaluating
fitness-for-duty concerns and monitoring
disability-management efforts in cases
involving EAP-related issues.
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An inhouse ergonomics-awareness
program, aimed at preventing VDT-
related injuries, includes the EA profes-
sional on its committee and as a source of
assistance for VDT workers with psycho-
social work concerns. A recent consulta-
tion with the management of a work unit
experiencing a high incidence of VDT-
related injuries involved a representative
of the departments of occupational
health, environmental health and safety
training, and the EAP.

RISK MANAGEMENT. Internal risk

management and workers' compensation
professionals are proving to be eager in
their support of EAPs as part of the
risk-management team as studies and
organizational experience points to the
value of EAP interventions. This is a
critical partnership in effecting cost con-
tainment both before and after workers'
compensation claims are made.

If claims cannot be prevented, the EA
professional should work with claimants,
medical providers and the risk manager
to effectively contain the behavioral

eon[inued on page 22

Father Martin's Ashley
800 Tydings Lane •Havre de Grace, Maryland 21 U~8

A Nondenominational

Alcohol and Drug Treatment Center

"Ashley is built upon the floor of charity, under the ceiling of mercy, and
protected by the walls of total commitment, because all of us here are
bound together by a passionate belief in the innate digWily of every human
person. Our sole purpose is to heal. The saving of every patient -even
the seemingly hopeless - is the supreme concern of all who serve here.
Each time a patient leaves ourgrounds, free from the compulsion to drink,
and equipped with the tools to maintain a contented and lasting sobriety,
we will have achieved our goal."

Rated by Forbes Magazine as One of the Top 12
Rehabilitation Facilities in the Country

jCAHO Approved - Covered by Most Insurance Plans

Programs Offered
Basic Therapy •Relapse- Prevention •Family

Aftercare •Outpatient

24 HOUR HELP LINE
800-848-8177
Free Evaluations

For Father Martin's Films or Tapes
800-638-5430
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medical and disability costs of mental
stress injuries. The caring, problem-solving
approach also serves to prevent the litiga-
tion that occurs in 98 percent of stress
claims in California. The EA professional
may advocate for more realistic return-to-
work strategies that differ from those
recommended by the evaluating physician.
In the case of physical-mental claims that
in California are on the average more than
double the cost of mental-mental stress
claims, EA professionals may work to
manage behavioral healthcare cases with
the help of proven and effective external
providers. Working with family members,
when needed, is also a natural function of
EAP services.

EAP PARTNERSHIPS. Major partner-
ships in this effort involve working with
professionals from human resources,
equal-employment and workforce-diver-
sity departments. There needs to be inten-
sive collaboration, when approved by cli-
ents, in cases involving such problems as
claims of discrimination, sexual and other
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make TopDrawer more
complete, convenient,

valuable and economical
TopDrawer, Version 22: is still the most
inexpensive, easy-to-use client record keeping
and reporting system. Now it also integrates, a
referral database so you can match your
resources to clients instantly. Now it allows
utilization to be reported as percentages. Now
it tracks non-client activities such as training,
groups, interventions, &workshops.

TopDrawer presents full-screen in-take and
case record up-dates with pop-up help and
classification menus. Two keystrokes bring
resource referrals into client records. Files are
secured from unauthorized access. Reports
are meaningful and uncomplicated. Allan
EAP needs in a single, integrated program.
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forms of harassment, change events, reduc-
tions in force, ineffective supervision, co-
worker conflict and tl~e potential for
workplace violence.
EAPs are helping facilitate organiz-

ational interventions by organizational
development. specialists in "toxic work
units." In some cases, supervisors who are
"interpersonally ~ challenged" are being
referred by the EAP to behavioral
healthcare providers with a specialty in this
area. Benefits representatives are also
important team players when the~AP is
involved in 'the medical .and disability
benefits provision for cases with a high
liability factor. Staffing specialists provide
help to employees in situations where they
are a bad fit for the job or-the style of the
supervisor. All of the above are also
important sources of referral to the EAP
for employees in need of counseling.

Having explored some of the ways in
which EAPs can contribute to the organ-
izational approach for containing workers
comp and other disability costs, there still
remain emerging opportunities in the field.
EA professionals can help form workplace
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Cascade
School

A fully-accredited, coeducational residential
school that specializes in working with
underachieving adolescents who are having
problems at school and at home and who
may be experiencing emotional difficulties.

• Counseling in personal growth and
development

•Full college preparatory cun•iculum
Year- round instruction grades 8-12

• Beautiful 250 acre mountain setting
•Wilderness challenge program
• Warm, nurturing environment

P.O Box 9, Whitmore, CA 96096
(916) 472-3031

committees aimed at interfunctional pre-
vention of occupational stress injuries and
include representatives from labor groups.
Work/family programs can be covered by
the EAP umbrella to help with the strains
of childcare and eldercare. EAPs also are
becoming involved formally in .the. moni-
toring of short-term disability cases and the
management of behavioral healthcare in
all work-related cases.
EAP supervisory training can include

modules on workplace stress prevention,
and EA professionals can become mem-
bers of already existing safety committees
to contribute the p'sychosocial perspective.
Top management, on the other hand,
needs to recognize the savings potential of
an EAP that is worksite-focused and
well-integrated. It also should expect the
various functions to work as a team in this
important effort to eliminate dollar costs
and human costs from injury in the
workplace.

Hnndron is mannger of EA and voca(ioAn! rehabilila~ia~
programs nt Lnwrence Uerkeley Laboratory in Qerkeley, Calif.
She has contrib~ued to stn~e po/icy initiatives relnling (o the EA
role in workers' compettsn~ioi~ mental inj~vy prevention.
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The not for-profit specialists in
emotional &addictive illnesses

• Addictive Disease

• Psychiatric

• Geriatric

2500 Satilla Parkway
Waycross, Georgia 31501

Crisis Line 1-800-362-CORE
(2673)

Business Phone 1-800-382-9873
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By Kay Sheppard, LMHC

ome foods can be as addictive as
cocaine, alcohol or any other
addictive substance. Addiction
to particular types of food is not

due to a lack of willpower, nor is it a
behavioral problem; rather it is a physical
disease with symptoms and characteristics
that can be recognized.
The addiction is characterized by obses-

sion with specific types of food and the
compulsive use of them. The addicted
person has a body chemistry that is differ-
ent from the nonaddicted individual. Food
addiction cannot be understood or man-
aged without recognizing this physical
phenomenon.

Marjie is a food addict. Often, she would
sit in her living room at night and try to
resist the sweets that called to her from the
kitchen. As hard as she would try to ignore
the call, she would eventually eat the whole
box, sometimes going out to buy more.
Food addicts, like other addicts, expe-

rience symptoms of withdrawal (physical
cravings) in their first days of abstinence.
The result is a physical need to keep a
certain amount of carbohydrates in the
body at all times. Withdrawal from refined
carbohydrates. results in physical and emo-
tional discomfort.

Marjie noticed that she got a headache
when she went without her binge foods for
a day. She, like other food addicts, was at
strong risk to relapse during withdrawal
periods. Consumption of the binge food
caused her to feel better because it would
halt the withdrawal process and restart the
cycle of the addiction.

PROGRESSIVE ILLNESS. Food addic-
tion is a progressive illness, Early signs
involve development of distinct attitudes
and behaviors concerning food. These may
include: extreme concern about being
deprived of binge food (Marjie carried food
in her pocket or purse); stealing food and
lying about it; and use of food to relieve
tension and other uncomfortable feelings.
As the intake of the addictive food

increases, certain changes take place in the

body tissues, raising the physiological level
of tolerance to it. The body begins to
experience the basic truth of any addiction:
Increased tolerance demands increased
intake.

Supervisors, co-workers and EAPs may
encounter the following reactions when
addicted individuals do not have their
binge foods available: restlessness, irritabil-
ity and loss of concentration as obsessive
thoughts about food persist. They also may
notice that when others stop eating, the
food addict continues, filling his or her
lunch plate again, and again; or they may
discover the individual trying to eat in
secret, ashamed of the amount of food the
disease demands.

Marjie cooked up a storm .during holi-
days. She became preoccupied with specific
foods and tended to arrange her life around
food. The food addict must plan ahead to
avoid being without an adequate supply of
the target food.

Sensitivity and defensiveness surrounds
the use of food. IVlarjie hated conversations
that made reference to the amount of food
she consumed and her weight. Loss of
control signals that the addict has .moved
into the crucial' stage and exposes the
seriousness of food addiction. Usually, after
a bingeing, addicts will be able to stop for
awhile. But eventually, despite good inten-
tions, the food addict will binge again.

Efforts to control eating and weight fail
repeatedly. The food addict tries every new
approach for weight control—only to start
again. Diet regimens, wired jaws, stomach
staples,: urine shots, allergy doctors, health
food stores, excessive exercise and endless
programs are tried only to fail because they
treat the symptom of weight and ignore the
disease of addiction.

RECOVERY. When Marjie got into recov-
ery, she discovered that "recovery by trial
and error" is a painful and unsuccessful
endeavor. Yet many food addicts attempt
to identify problem foods by the process of
elimination.

continued ors page 29

• Specialized inp~itient and partial care
treatment exclusively dedicated to
females suffering from anorexia, bulimia
and related issues,

• State licensed and JCAHO accreditation
with commendation,

• Highly skilled professional. staff of
pSYCI111T1'ISCS, internists, psychologists,
RN's, mastei;s level therapists and
registered dietitian providing
comprehensive individualized programs
and lengths of stay.

• Unique combination of medical,
nutritional and psychological
components blended with a non-
denominational Christian perspective.

• Individual, group and didactic therapy.
Nutrition, Addictions, Sexual Abuse and
Spiritual GrowCh groups. Equestrian, ArC
and Body Image com7oncnts. Complete
Family Week.

• Treatment covered by most insurances.
Expert assistance provided to
prospecCive patients i~ determining.
availability of benefits or p~iymenr plan.

`U~ D ~
Center for Anorexia and Bulimia

Jack Burden Road Box 2481
Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1-800-4451900
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Intensive Outpatient

Treatment Combines

Intensity of Inpatient

Group Therapy with

Real Life Activities.

Nancy Logue, PhD, ACSW

Problems with food; weight and dieting
are epidemic among women in contempo-
rary society. The severity of such problems
ranges on a continuum from mild dissatis-
faction with body image to frustrating
dieting to a spectrum of health-damaging,
sometimes life-threatening. eating disor-
ders. Whatever the correlation between
changes in women's rode opportunities and
increases in the incidence of anorexia,
bulimia and compulsive overeating, there
is no doubt that many women in the
workforce today are struggling with seri-
ous eating disorders.
The eating disorders—anorexia,

bulimia and compulsive overeating—have

24

many features in common. All are far
more prevalent among women than men;
all may have serious social and medical
consequences; and all have received
increased public attention and concern in
,the last decade.

In eating disorders, as in many other
disorders, the characteristic behaviors
come to serve as coping mechanisms.
Preoccupation with thoughts about food,
weight and body image, and related self-
destructive behaviors provide a sense of
control as well as an emotional outlet,
while blocking other troubling issues and
feelings.

EATING DISORDERS AT WORK.
Medical problems caused by eating disor-
ders can have a variety of effects on an
employee's worklife. High medical/dental
bills and absenteeism are the most obvious
costs to an employer. Physical weakness
and lack of concentration detract from
productivity and can lead' to accidents and
mistakes. Eating disorder symptoms such
as bingeing, vomiting, laxative abuse and
over-exercising directly interferes with
work routines and responsibilities.

While psychological aspects of eating
disorders are more subtle and individual,
some general patterns can be described.
The perfectionism associated with eating
disorders can be beneficial to employers
when it leads to devoted service to the
organization. It becomes problematic,
however, when feelings of inadequacy and
unworthiness develop whenever ideals
cannot be attained, Perfectionism can also
lead to, frantic activity, rigid thinking,
judgmental attitudes and unrealistic goals
for self and others.

Overinvestment in work at the expense
of personal life leaves workers depleted.
The rest and rejuvenation provided by
family, social and recreational activities,
which may be viewed as indulgences by an

T employee with an eating disorder, actually
~ enhance creativity and job performance.S'
r Social skills and teamwork are increas-
a

ingly important aspects of most positions.
~ However, women with eating disorders

tend to have difficulty in sustaining rela-
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tionships with others. Many of them focus
on seeking approval and avoiding conflict
at any cost. It is impossible for such
women to reach their full potential when
they are unable to contribute their ideas
and pe►•spectives in discussions with oth-
ers.

Anxiety and secretiveness connected to
the eating disorder itself can lead to
isolation from co-workers, clients or cus-
tomers. Social activities, e.g., going out to
lunch or sharing a birthday cake, may be
avoided. Dieting and exercising can
become obsessive; crowding out the pos-
sibility of developing connections with
others. Competition among co-workers
about appearance and weight undermines
collegial relationships. Worksite weight-
loss programs may exacerbate these prob-
lems.

Depression and low self-esteem also can
have a detrimental impact on a woman's
functioning at work. Negative thoughts
and feelings sap motivation and initiative
and decrease productivity. When hope-
lessness, shame or self-doubt become
overwhelming, an employee is generally
incapable of coming to work at all.

INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT. Intensive
outpatient treatment programs are gen-
erally time-limited and have fewer hours
and less psychiatric involvement than
traditional partial hospitalization pro-
grams. They combine some of the intensity
of inpatient treatment in multiple hours of
group therapy with outpatient treatments'
experience of real life activities between
sessions.

This treatment slot is appropriate for
people who are. medically stable and (a)
not making progress in standard outpa-
tient; (b) in a crisis of escalating symptoms
(but not requiring hospitalization; or (c)
completing a residential or inpatient treat-
ment and seeking a gradual therapeutic
transition to build on their treatment
progress.
The following Gase history describes one

woman's participation in an intensive
outpatient program.

Vicky was a successful saleswoman and
manager in a large international corpora-
tion. At 29, she was the youngest person at
her level in the hierarchy. In her ambition
to be number one at her job, she got to the
office by 6:30 a.m., worked through lunch
and stayed until 6 or 7 p.m. each evening.
She often socialized with co-workers and
clients during evenings and weekends.
The youngest of her parents' five chil-

dren, Vicky was the acknowledged favor-
ite of her alcoholic father and had a tense

relationship with her mother, who she felt
was critical and impossible to please. She
saw her choice to leave home for college,
graduate school and pursuit of a career as
a repudiation of her parents' way of life
(especially her mother's). After a series of
difficult, sometimes abusive romantic
relationships, she became involved with a
man who was distant and unavailable. She
idealized this man and became preoccu-
pied with winning his love and commit-
ment to their relationship.

Vicky had been anorexic since high
school and began to purge by vomiting
when she left home. She also used drugs
and alcohol to numb her feelings. She had
been able to maintain a desired low weight
by disciplined exercising.

Vicky finally began to think about
getting help for her eating disorder. She
had become frightened about the amount
of money she had spent on cocaine and
was'fightened about her dependence on
the drug to suppress her appetite. She had
been able to maintain abstinence from
drugs for six months on her own, but her
vomiting had escalated during this period.

While Vicky had been able to maintain
a high level of job performance, her eating
disorder and substance abuse problems
had increased as she became overwhelmed
by the combination of her perfectionism
and the increasing responsibilities her
success had brought her. Her conflicted
feelings about finding a husband and
starting a family were masked by her
career ambitions. In spite of her intelli-
gence, beauty and charm, Vicky did not
know how to use personal, social or family
resources to support her evolution from a
people-pleaser to manager and leader, nor
how to allow herself a balanced life that
could include romance and fun. At times
she wondered if she should just quit and go
home to her family.

THE PROGRAM. Vicky entered an
intensive outpatient program that met
three evenings per week for six weeks. She
learned about nutrition and symptom
management and developed insights about
her substance abuse, family issues,
ambivalence in relationships. and distorted
body image. Vicky struggled with denial
about her eating disorder and substance
abuse throughout treatment.

With the feedback and support of the
therapists and the other group members,
she was able to reduce symptomatic
behaviors by following a healthier meal
plan, cease vomiting, moderate her exer-
cise routine and experiment with alterna-
tive coping mechanisms, such as express-

ing her feelings directly to friends, boy-
friends and family members.

It was especially difficult for Vicky, who
prided herself on being a resource to
others, to ask others for help, but she
began to recognize the loneliness she felt
when she kept all her needs and feelings to
herself. At the conclusion of the six-week
program, Vicky planned to follow up her
current level of progress by pursuing
treatment in individual therapy and a
weekly therapy group. After several false
starts, she has formed a relationship with
an individual therapist, but has been
ambivalent about opening up in a new
group. Opening up to friends about her
feelings and issues has helped Vicky to be
able to go for a few months at a time
without vomiting, but she continues to
struggle with restricting her food intake
and overexercising.

Although many people with eating
disorders would like to find a magic cure
that leads immediately to total abstinence,
they are setting themselves up for
disapointment. Unrealistic expectations or
goals (no relapses) can actually make the
struggle worse by placing added pressure
on these people.

INTERVENTIONS. While dieting and
mild dissatisfaction with body image are
widespread among contemporary women,
only a minority develop eating disorders.
Anorexia, bulimia and compulsive
overeating are chronic conditions that
have come to serve as habitual coping
mechanisms and are not easily changed.
The issues involved are sensitive and
personal, and must be approached with
delicacy. The consequences can be so
serious, the signs and symptoms should not
be ignored.
The complexity of eating disorder

dynamics and the medical risks and
complications of the symptoms involved
require that treatment in all contexts
include a collaboration of appropriate
professionals. EAPs should be looking for
providers that offer a comprehensive
approach to eating disorders, integrating
medical, psychiatric, psychological, family,
psychoeducational and expressive thera-
pies and a continuum of care.

Using an awareness of the importance
of relationships in the psychology of
women, relationally oriented treatment
facilitates the development of new, con-
structive coping skills to replace the eating
disorder behaviors. New experiences of
relationship in therapy and in each
woman's life are also crucial to the healing

continued on page 26
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and resolution of past traumas.
Outpatient therapists should work with

nutritionists and community physicians so
patients can address physical needs at the
same time they address therapeutic issues.
Weekly therapy groups as well as regularly
scheduled educational lecture series on
women's issues and family nights to
involve significant others in the recovery
process can be very important.
A combination of psychoeducational,

group process and expressive therapies as
well as therapeutic mealtimes can help
participants experience structure and sup-
port. That .enables them to continue to
function and try out new coping mecha-
nisms in their home and work situations,
while stopping their eating disorder behav-
ior.

Because of the large number of women
in the workforce and the importance of
work to women with eating disorders,
employee assistance personnel have a
crucial role to play in implementing pre-
ventive measures, such as the provision of
educational presentations or materials

about eating disorders, nutrition, asser-
tiveness, stress management and women's
issues in general.

Appropriate referrals will depend on
continued sensitivity to the signs and
symptoms of eating disorders and an
awareness of the kinds and levels of
treatment available.

THE BASICS. Anorexia nervosa. The
diagnosis of anorexia nervosa is based.on
four symptoms:
• Refusal to maintain body weight over a
minimal normal weight for age and height.
• Intense fear of gaining weight or becom-
ing fat, even though underweight.
• Disturbance in experience of body
weight, size or shape.
• Absence of at least three consecutive
menstrual cycles when otherwise expected
to occur (primary or secondary amenor-
rhea).

In addition to the obvious warning signs
of low weight or weight loss, anorexia is
also characterized by abnormal eating
behaviors such as restriction of food
intake, food rituals, denial of hunger and

strict avoidance of foods containing fat.
Anorexia affects many aspects of physi-

cal health. In addition to lethargy, dizzi-
ness and anemia caused by malnutrition,
cardiovascular, endocrine, gastroin-
testinal, dermatologic, metabolic and neu-
rological complications may result. Other
potential consequences include sensitivity
to heat and cold, hair loss, osteoporosis
and liver damage. In the extreme, anorexia
can lead to death.

Bulimia nervosa. The diagnosis of
bulimia nervosa is based on five symp-
toms:
• Recurrent episodes of binge eating
(rapid consumption of a large amount of
food in a discrete period of time).
• A feeling of lack of control during the
eating binges.
• Regular use of self-induced vomiting,
laxatives, diuretics, strict dieting or fasting
or vigorous exercise in order to prevent
weight gain.
• A minimum average of two binge-eating
episodes a week for at least three months.
•Persistent overconcern with body shape
and weight.

STRESS I S NOT FUNNY!
WHICH IS WHY WE DO NOT SELL WHAT

are popularly called "stress cards". Maybe they make
for a clever promotion, but we at Sunsource are more
interested in remediation. That is why STRESSDOTS°
can be regarded as a serious tool in Sunsource's

stress management program.
Stress has two components, the emotional

and the physical. Over 1,300 changes occur
in the body due co stress. And while Che

emotional component of stress is
addressed regularly,

the Sunsource program
was designed to help you leach

others how to relax physically. Stressdots
provide the wearer with an ongoing objective
way to monitor changes in their stressed moods.

Our unique relaxation exercises can be used while
experiencing a stressful moment, or for deeper

relaxation, in private.
The Sunsource program is currently being used by

Sunsource Health Products, Inc.
"Natural Ways To Better Living"

535 Lipoa Parkway, Kihei, Hl 96753

ATd~T, Dow Chemical, Owens Corning, USC ac Davis,
Chase Manhattan Bank, Yale New Haven Hospital,

Scripps Hospital in San Diego,
Purdue University, and

''" many, many others.

It can be a STRFSSDOT.Sm sdth

powerful addition to your stress to the bath of the hand.

management program. And best of all,
while being highly effective, it is inexpensive.

For more information, complete pricing and free samples please
call our cusLOmer service department today at 1-800-666-6505
and ash for our stress management information puchet.

*Peripheral skin temperature changes during die "Elighi or Eight" response Urouglit on Uy stress. Stressdots change color as mood chinges occur.
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In contrast to anorexics, whose struggle
may be inferred from visible low body
weight, sufferers of bulimia are generally
of normal weight, though some are signifi-
cantly underweight or overweight. While
preoccupations with losing weight and
being thin as well as dramatic fluctuations
in eating habits and/or weight may be
observed by others, the symptoms of binge
eating and purging through the use of
vomiting, laxatives and diuretics are car-
ried out in secret.

Bulimia affects cardiovascular, endo-
crine and gastrointestinal systems as well
as kidneys and teeth. Purging by vomiting
can damage the esophagus and erode
dental enamel. Laxative abuse leads to
dependence and sometimes damage to the
colon. Bulimic symptoms can cause elec-
trolyte imbalances leading to heart attacks
and dehydration leading to. loss of
consciousness, either one of which can be
fatal.

"Compulsive overeater" is not another
name for an obese person. All compulsive
overeaters are not obese and not all obese
people are compulsive overeaters.
Compulsive overeating is gradually being
recognized as an eating disorder and will
be included in the upcoming DSM IV as an
official diagnosis called Binge Eating Dis-
order. Expected criteria include:
Consumption of a large amount of food in
a limited amount of time, feeling out of
confrol and unable to stop eating during
binge eating episodes, eating despite full-
ness or discomfort, and feelings of distress,
depression and guilt following binge epi-
sodes.

PATIENT'S REPORT. Using pre-
admission. self-report questionnaires, the
following data relevant to the workplace
functioning of women with eating disor-
ders were culled from a sample of 832
consecutive admissions at a residential
treatment center over athree-year period.
The ages of these women ranged from 14
to 57 with a mean of 24. Eighty percent of
the sample were never married, 14.4
percent were married, 3.7 percent were
divorced and 1.8 percent were separated.
The highest level of education ranged

from some high school (9 percent) to

graduate school (4.4 percent), with the
majority (50.3 percent) having some col-

lege, 23.$ percent having graduated from
college, and 12.6 percent having graduated
from high school. Prior treatment experi-
ences included hospitalizations (35.1 per-

comim~ed on page 28
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may be
eligible f or certi f ication

as an addictions specialist
The American Academy of Health Care
Providers in the Addictive Disorders'
Board of Trustees, International Advisory Board,
Certification Committee, National Examination

Committee and Ethics Committee:
• determines standards of training and clinical experience

• awards certificate and. CAS credential with
~, specialties in alcoholism, other drugs, food and

sex addiction, and compulsive gambling
•publishes International Register of Health Care
Providers in the Addictive Disorders including

treatment providers from all disciplines.
~~~GAN ACyO~ For applications and information contact
~~~~ The American Academy

260 Beacon Street, Somerville VIA 02143
~~ ~~ 617 661 6248

c°xeiNTHC~~'
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SIERRA TUCSON
Effective Treatment, Education and

Prevention Since 1984

Specializing in

Addictive Disorders
Recovery for Healthcare Professionals

Depression, Anxiety
Family Therapy

Quality of Life WorkshopsTm
Assessment and Diagnostic Services

♦ Volume end pricing advantages
♦ Customized cost effective treatment programs

♦Short term treahnent ~Iternatives
♦ Effective outcomes

For More Information Call

1-800-842-4487
16500 N. Lago del Oro Parkway,

Tucson, Arizona 85737
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DEVEREU

Psychiatric residential
treatment programs for
children and adolescents.

Programs for
developmentally disabled
and chronic psychiatricallq
involved adiilts.

Specialty tracks designed to
meet the deeds of the...
emotionally dish~rbed, ~~~~~
behaviorally disordered;;
dually diagnosed, ;,~f'"-r
developmentally
disabled. ;K'
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"A center for growing concern"

\\

~, ~ ~ ~
1

~~.~~

Offering Assistance in Addictions,
Compulsions and Trauma Recovery

Specialists in working with
dissociative disorders

Intensive day treatment in conjunction
with inpatient program for those persons
who don't require hospitalization.

Totally smoke-free environment

Halterman Center
614-852-1372, Ext 500

210 N. Main St., London, Ohio 43140

A program of Madison County Hospital, Inc.
JCAH Accredited. Treatment covered by most insurance plans.
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cent), outpatient therapy (89.9 percent)
and support groups (50.4 percent).
A majority (53.5 percent) of the women

in this sample reported being currently
employed at the time of their admission to
residential treatment. They identified their
primary roles in life as follows: 37.8
percent—wage earner, 49.1 percent—
student, 7percent—housewife and 6.1
percent—other. They had generally posi-
tive feelings about their employment.
Thirty eight percent said they were
extremely happy and 37 percent said they
were moderately happy with their jobs.
The majority (70.9 percent) saw them-
selves as extremely good at their jobs, with
23.1 percent seeing themselves as moder-
ately good at their jobs and only 6.1
percent describing themselves as not at all
good at their jobs.
The women who were being admitted

for residential treatment were asked to
what degree difficulties in a variety of
areas influenced their decision to seek
treatment at that point in their lives. Their
responses ranked the following in
descending order of importance:
• eating patterns,
• self esteem,
• body image,
• mood management,
• relationships,
• family relations,
• physical health,
• work/school, and
• sexuality.

While work problems appear near the
bottom of this list, the number who cited
this area as a motivation for residential
treatment is nearly equal to the number
who were employed.
The women were also asked about the

extent to which their eating problems
interfered with important aspects of their
lives. They ranked the following in
descending order:
• feelings about self,
• thoughts,
• personal relationships,
• daily activities, and
• work and school performance.

Although work and school performance
ranked last in these ratings, a majority
reported their eating disorder significantly
affected this domain. Interference with
other areas mentioned have an indirect
influence on work functioning:

Logue is Aireclor of outpn~ien~ services for the Renfrew
Center in Phi[adelphin.
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ADDICTION

continued from page 23

Abstinence from sugar and refined
wheat and flour is reported by recovering
food addicts as the foundation of good
recovery. There is something obvious about
sugar and its addictive properties, but often
other highly refined. carbohydrates are
overlooked. What do refined carbo-
hydrates and all other addictive substances
have in common?
• All addictive substances go through a
refinement process.
• All addictive substances alter brain
chemistry.
• All addictive substances change mood.

Refined processed carbohydrate prod-
ucts fit all of these categories: they are
refined substances that alter brain chem-
istry and ultimately result in a mood
change.

ABSTINENCE. Food addicts can never
safely use addictive foods in any form.
Their brain and body chemistry will always
respond in an addictive manner. This
craving or "tissue hunger" is a physical
phenomenon that occurs after the addictive
food is ingested, resulting in out-of-control
eating. The only solution is abstinence from
the binge food.
To accomplish abstinence, recovering

food addicts learn to scrupulously identify.
all of the ingredients of foods eaten.

Recently Marjie shared that after an
extended period of complete abstinence
from all trigger foods, she started to
re-experience cravings. She reported that
after reviewing recent food choices, she
realized she had eaten "hidden sugar"
three times. This was enough to trigger
craving. When she returned to the consci-
entious examination of ingredients to avoid
inadvertent consumption, the craving
stopped.

In this respect, awareness and vigilance
are prerequisites for maintaining recovery.
It is built on making appropriate food
choices on a daily basis. Since everyone has
to eat every day, this constitutes one's
personal commitment to recovery and can
be achieved by planning, reading labels,
asking questions and giding clear directions
in restaurants.

Recovery is a continuing effort. To
ensure stable recovery, it is essential to
identify all substances that will trigger the
disease process. The selection of appropri-
ate and effective food choices is highly
subjective and a lifetime endeavor.. As the
disease progresses, it is likely that a food
addict will become increasingly more car-
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bohydrate-sensitive. It is for this reason
food choices must be reviewed regularly.
Food plans are merely guidelines to physi-
cal recovery. Not only do bodies change,
but manufacturers change recipes and
ingredients. Checking labels constitutes
quality control far the food addict.

Based on information provided by scores
of recovering food addicts, the following
substances were identified as triggers for a
majority of them.
-• Sugar—under all of its aliases, it is
addictive and often hides under the names
of maltodextrose, dextrose and polydex-

,,o'~`.~`~~.
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A non-profit hospi~ul devoieJ io treatment, training and
research in the field of menuil health. AccredileJ: Joint

Commission on Health Care Organizations.

trose.
• Alcoholic beverages and extracts.
Alcohol is a highly refined form of carbohy-
drate.
• Refined wheat and other flour (even
whole grain flour goes through a certain
amount of refining and may pose a prob-
lem).
• High fat foods—such as fried foods,
snack foods, foods naturally high in animal
fat, and nuts.
• High carbohydrate foods—such as high
starch vegetables and certain fruit.

continued on page 30

Providing results where there was

once no hope is a daily challenge

faced by Delaware Valley Mental

Health Foundation. Through our

unique family model and individual-

ized treatment, our loving and caring

professional staff creates effective

alternatives in heating severe

emotional and behavior problems.

Each patient has a team of profession-

als including both psychiatrists and

psychologists to help ensure the best

possible outcome. To learn more

about our Intensive Extended Care,

Residential and Continuing Care

programs, call or write. At Delaware

Valley Mental Health Foundation, we

provide much more than just hope.
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For some individuals, there are per-
sonal trigger foods. These are food sub-
stances that create problems only for
some. food addicts. Foods such as rice
cakes; chocolate and fruit with a high
sugar content have been listed as trigger
foods.

Carbohydrate-sensitive individuals
should follow a plan of four weighed,
measured and regularly scheduled meals
per day (these should be free of all types
and quantities of food that will act as a
trigger). Nothing is consumed between
meals except zero-calorie, zero-carbohy-
drate drinks.
An individual who is truly addicted

cannot be cured. The addict's biochemis-
try remains a permanent physical co~di-
tion. Addiction is a disease that can be
arrested by addicted individuals partici-
pating in 12-Step programs and therapy
with specialists in eating disorders and
assiduously complying with diet guide-
lines to avoid relapse. A food addict can
find group support in Overeaters Anony-
mous or Food Addicts Anonymous and
professional direction from therapists who

understand the addictive diseases.
[Proposed changes for the Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual-IV on eating disor-
ders include a separate heading for
"Binge Eating Disorder"; however,
because it lists diagnostic symptoms rather
than causes, it does not identify the role
played by food addiction. Counselors and
EAPs will have to use their own enlight-
enment in this area to check out whether
network providers include assessment and
treatment of food addiction in the eating
disorder protocols.]
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Sheppard is n certified •eating disorders specra(is( and a
member ofthe /nterna~ional Association of Eating Disorders
Professionals. She is m~ nu(hor and a practicing ~hernpist at
SeGnslian Counseling Center in Sebastian, Fla.

One call can make a difference

1-800-680-6555
The Serenity Eating Disorders Program at

Mt. Diablo Medical Pavilion offers an innovative
approach to the treatment of eating disorders.

Call to obtain a free informational packet-
Warning Signs of Eating Disorders.
■

Patients maintain school, work, and home comranitments
through day and outpatient programs

Inpatient services when appropriate

Free confidential assessments

Additional programs for emotional problems or
chemical dependency

Mt•Diablo Medical Pavilion
2740 Grant Street •Concord, California 94520

Associated with Ml. Dirr6lo Ifospitnl Drsrricf
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affordable

Extended Treatment
for women Dual diagnosis

Chemical dependency
Codependency

~~ Eating disorders
~,~ Sexual trauma
~~ 719-784-6337

L~G~;,~/ 521 W. 5th St.
"~~'~"J Florence, CO 81226

of Colorado
JCAHO
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La Amistad
Residential Treatment Center

The right choice when more than
acute psychiatric care is necessary.

• Children
• Adults
• Adolescents
• Full Psychiatric
• Dual Diagnosis
• JCAHO
• OCHAMPUS

1-800-433-b 122
In Florida 1-800-367-4833
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CRISIS LINE
CALL NOW: 285 'I:C.A.M.(832G)
"Dedicnled ~o Mnhing a Difference"

We arc a small, comPort.iblc inexpensive chemi-
cal dependency program - witl~ Beach Village
living ~ccommod~[ions. We are 12-step ori-
enlcd a~~d offer discrete, personal treatment on

every level.
•rut •rrnm mu:nsuaES ~•orv~~: ~mnc^...e~sucrs!

Nor Foiz riioriT
1100 Sawgrass Village, Suite A

Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082 (904) 285-6688
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Florida's 1st Coast L,eaders...
Yow~ lst Choice!

~ 1-800-SAY-WRKS(327-9757)
Cynthia Persico, llireclor

Specializing in Quality EAP
Services Nationwide
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~~ H llin~gway
""Y

311 Janes Mill Road

S[atesb~~ro, GA 3045H
1-800-242-945 5

•Founded in 1971
•JCAHO Accredited
•Inpatient and Outpatient Services
•Extended Treatment
•TransE~ortation Assistance Available
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National Hospital
for Kids inCrisis s~~
• Acute inpatient psychiatric care
for children, preadolescents and
adolescents

• Dual-diagnosis adolescent
treatment track
(psychiatric/substance abuse)

•Crisis Assessment Response
Team mobile evaluations,
recommendations and referrals

KidsPeace, a private, not-for-profit organization,
has been "Halting, Helping and Healing" the pain
of kids in crisis since 1882.

Acerediled by Joim Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Orc~anizalions, The American Assacia~ion of PsychiaVic Services for
Children, and Middle Safes Association of Colleges and Schools.
Accepting most major insurers. KidsPeace does not discriminate in its
admissions with regard to sex, race, creed, color, national origin,
religious beliels, disabilities or handicapping conditions.
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In Our

Third Decade

Providing

Mental Health F~

Addiction Treatment
• Addiction Recovery Program

• Adult Mental IiealYh Program

• Dual Diagnosis Program

• llc;tox/Evaluation

• llay I~Iospitalization Programs

• Olfering Complete Mental

I-Ieailth &Addiction Outpatient

Services

(609) 497-3300
24 Hour

Inpatient Admissions
ilc ceplerl bV rllosllizcuiruices

YIZINCE'I~NI~ LHOUSE
n uurr <x 'nm: nntuicni, c:eNn:a ,cr i~ainccron~

905 Herrontown Road, Princeton, 111J OS540

REFERRAL AND CONSULTANT

DIRECTORIES serve as a

reference tool for your

potential clients. Call now to

reserve your ad.

(817) 776-9000.
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OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS

Immediate openings for supervisory and staff occupational
therapists positions as commissioned officers in the United
States Navy in Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina; South
Carolina, Florida, California, and Japan.

Areas include orthopedics, neurology, plastic surgery, pediat-
rics, and vascular surgery. Progressive programs in hand
therapy, upper and lower extremity splinting, pressure garments,
burns, pediatrics therapy, work hardening programs, etc.

Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy and certification by
the American Occupational Therapy Certification Board are
required. Salary varies based on education and work experi-
ence.

Talk to a Navy Medical Program officer today, or call
1-800-USA-NAVY
Ask for Operator 22

At Devereux...
.. we help to create brighter

futures. It has been that way
for 80 years.

Devereux — a nationwide network of
treatment centers — serves children,
adolescents, and adults who have a
wide range of emotional disorders and
developmental disabilities.

In psychiatric hospitals, residential centers,
and community programs, Devereux offers
quality treatment and a caring environment,
therapeutic educational and vocational
services, recreational pursuits and a host
of activities to hone daily living skills.

For information, call:
1-800-345-1292, ext. 3045
or 215-964-3045
Fax: 215-971-4600

Private, not for profit.
JCAHO-accredited, where Devereuxapplicable.
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FREE SAMPLES!
FOR EAPS

Help your employees deal with parenting problems.
Reduce stress, increase on-the-job productivity. Low-
cost handouts and "Take-One Information Centers"
cover 30 topics: single parenting, divorce, latchkey
kids, discipline, family violence, drugs, school. Plus
FREE Buyer's Guide with over 550 resourses. Call
1-800-99-YOUTH or write The Bureau For At-Risk
Youth, 645 New York Ave., Huntington, NY 11743.

EMPLOYEE
ASSISTANCE
CLASSIFIEDS

Your cost efficient
marketplace,
reaching over

25,000 professionals
with every issue.

Call: 817-776-9000
ext 5184
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'll get ~ year's subscription

at the special introductory rate of just $99.

Call Today for a
Trial Subscription

800 207-3535
or mark 33 on your reader service card



Do any of these sound familiar to you... ?

✓ "Been through treatment but not ready to go home"
"Everything we've tried has failed"

✓ "Once back home he disappeared"
✓ "My child is a master of manipulation"
✓ "1 never know when she is telling the truth"
✓ "Won't stay in treatment"
✓ "If only 1 could keep him away from his friends"

There is help available for the treatment-resistant adolescent... from a highly
qualified group of specialists located throughout the nation. UPG's Residential
Treatment Centers offer a variety of programs including special tracks for bilin-
gual, Native Americans, fire starters, sexual perpetrators, low (70+) I.Q., and
bonding difficulties. We also specialize in the development of living skills.
So when you encounter atreatment-resistant adolescent, think of us, the

adolescent experts. ~.

Call 500-738-1980


